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Key Knowledge and Skills Key Vocabulary

Where in the United Kingdom is Scunthorpe?

Scunthorpe

Scunthorpe is a large industrial town in the county of North Lincolnshire

in England. Scunthorpe is south of the River Humber and Hull but is north

of Lincoln. It is famous for its steel making due to the local Steel Works.

Where is St Bernadette’s Catholic Academy?

St Bernadette’s is located on Anne’s Crescent in Ashby,

Scunthorpe, close to Queensway (A18). Check the map to

see how to get from Queensway to school. What route

could you take?

Types of Housing

Terraced

A row of three or more houses attached together by

their walls.

Detached

A house that is not attached to any other houses.

Word Definition

village A village is a small settlement with a

small number of houses for a few

hundred people.

town A town is a larger settlement than a

village. It has thousands of people and

more shops and houses than villages.

human

features

Human features are things that have

been built by people like houses, roads

and bridges.

physical

features

Physical features are natural and they

would be here even if there were no

people around like seas, mountains and

rivers.

fieldwork Fieldwork means practically investigating

human and physical features to answer a

geographical question.

observe Observation is a way of gathering data

by watching behaviour, events, or noting

human or physical characteristics in

their natural setting e.g. number/types

of housing.

measure The process of determining size,

capacity, or quantity of a human/physical

feature.

record Gather evidence or write down

information during fieldwork e.g. tables,

tally charts, sketch maps, field

sketches, photographs.

https://kids.kiddle.co/North_Lincolnshire


How Did Scunthorpe Develop Overtime?

Scunthorpe developed into a town over time. Originally, Scunthorpe was 6

separate villages of Scuthorpe, Bottesford, Froddingham, Crosby, Brumby

and Ashby. Over time, these villages expanded and eventually joined

together to form Scunthorpe.

Can you locate the villages on this map from the 1890s?

Semi-Detached

A house that is attached to one other house by the walls

on one side.

Flats

Homes that are on one floor and multiple homes stack on

top of each other. In many cities, there are high rise

flats which can have more than 20 flats/homes in one

building.

Fieldwork/Geographical Skills

L.O.2: To begin to develop their use of geographical

knowledge, understanding and skills to enhance their

locational and place knowledge.

L.O.11: Use fieldwork to observe, measure and record

the human and physical features in the local area using a

range of methods, including sketch maps and graphs.

sketch

maps

An outline map drawn from observation

rather than from exact survey

measurements and showing only the main

features of the area.

graphs A diagram that shows a relationship

between two or more changing things by

lines, bars or dots.

map A map is a picture of a place that is

usually drawn from an above viewpoint.

There are lots of symbols on maps.

key A key is a list of symbols that appear on

the map.

symbols Symbols are small pictures that stand

for different features on a map.

A Ordnance Survey Key

Villages that Formed Scunthorpe

Bottesford

Bottesford is located south of

Scunthorpe. A physical feature in

Bottesford is Bottesford Beck

which can be seen on the 1890s

map above.

Froddingham

Froddingham is located directly

south of Scunthorpe town centre.

Crosby

Crosby is located in the north west

area of Scunthope, north of the

railway line.

Ashby

Ashby is located north of

Bottesford but south of Brumby

and the railway line.

Brumby

Brumby is located north of Ashby

but south of the railway line.




